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abstract

This paper aims to present the initial results of an ongoing research on the 
study of fishing in the island of Majorca in the Middle Ages, which includes the 
fishing activity, its production organization, as well as the commercialization and 
consumption of fish catches, and geography and sociology of population dedicated 
to fishing activities. The present study pays special attention to the most significant 
features of this activity in Majorca. That is the use of slave labour as part of the crew, 
the growing importance of coral extraction, and the development of fish-sale areas 
at almost all the villages of the island, as a way to tax fishing activities.1
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Mariners són mariners,1

mariners són aquests homos
que dalt des cap duen covos
i dedins hi duen peix.2

1. Introduction

There has been little interest in fishing or fish consumption from historiography 
on to the study of the Middle Ages in Majorca. In fact, there are very few studies 
focusing exclusively on the study of the Majorcan case3 and these are limited 
mostly to popular scientific syntheses, wavering between history, ethnology 
and ethnography, by Miquel Massutí and Gabriel Llompart,4 an insightful paper 
by Miguel José Deyà on fishing in the Kingdom of Majorca in the 15th and 16th 
centuries, and hence within a chronological scope beyond the present study,5 in 
addition to two other studies dedicated exclusively to the Middle Ages: the brief 
yet insightful paper by Damià Duran on salted fish exportation6 and a detailed 
analysis by Francesc Beltran and Margalida Bernat on fish consumption in Majorca 
during the 14th century.7 The inventory is certainly low in number, but there are 
also studies focusing on specific regions, and the importance of their fishing activity. 

1. Used abbreviations: AH, Arxiu Històric; ARM, Arxiu del Regne de Mallorca; LC, Lletres communes; 
Prot., Protocols notarials. This research was funded by Ministerio de Economía y Competitividad, project: 
Cartografía histórica y análisis territorial en la Europa meridional. Una metodología para comprender y dar a 
conocer el paisaje histórico, la sociedad y la actividad económica (carthistem). RTI2018-094543-B-I00 MEYC, 
2019-2021. Principal researcher: Jordi de Bolòs i Masclans.

2. Literal translation: “Sailors are sailors,/ sailors are those men/ with baskets on their heads/ full of fish”. 
This short poem is a glosa (a traditional Majorcan poetic song) recorded in writing by philologist Cosme 
Aguiló —to whom we express our gratitude— from the municipality of Santanyí.

3. Special mention deserves, for the Crown of Aragon as a whole, the research by Riera Melis, Antoni. 
“La pesca en el Mediterráneo Noroccidental durante la baja edad media”, La pesca en la Edad Media. 
Madrid: Sociedad Española de Estudios Medievales, 2009: 121-143.

4. Massutí Oliver, Miquel; Llompart Moragues, Gabriel. Les activitats de la pesca i del Gremi de Pescadors a 
Mallorca, 1259-2006. Palma: Institut d’Estudis Baleàrics, 2010.

5. Deyà Bauzà, Miguel José. “La pesca en el Reino de Mallorca en los siglos XV y XVI: elementos básicos 
para su estudio”, La Mediterrània de la Corona d’Aragó, segles XIII-XVI & VII Centenari de la Sentència arbitral 
de Torrellas, 1304-2004. XVIII Congrés d’Història de la Corona d’Aragó, Rafael Narbona Vizcaíno, ed. Valencia: 
Universitat de València, 2004: I, 1029-1043.

6. Duran Jaume, Damià. “Àrea de mercat i sistema d’exportació del peix salat mallorquí (segles XIV i 
XV)”. Mayurqa. Revista del Departament de Ciències Històriques i Teoria de les Arts, 17 (1977-1978): 119-122.

7. Beltran Serrano, Francesc; Bernat Roca, Margalida. “‘Dels peys, ne en qual manera los deu hom usar’. 
Alimentació i consum de peix a la Mallorca del segle XIV”. Bolletí de la Societat Arqueològica Lul·liana, 55 (1999): 
119-144. Some studies report on the presence of fish consumption mainly through bookkeeping from 
monasteries, convents and healthcare institutions. Therefore it is worth nothing Antonio Ortega, for his in-
depth study of dietary ingredients of Medieval Majorcan crews, possibly quite similar to those from the large 
majority of Majorcan population of the time. Ortega Villoslada, Antonio. “La alimentación en la marina balear 
(siglos XIII-XIV)”, La pesca en la Edad Media. Madrid: Sociedad Española de Estudios Medievales, 2009: 87-104.
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Among these, it is worth highlighting Maria Barceló’s book on Raval de Mar8 —part 
of Majorca’s fishing area par excellence— and other monographic works on the study 
of towns where fishing was a relevant feature, like Alcúdia and Andratx.9 The issues 
of fishing and fish consumption are also approached in studies on such themes as 
trade, slavery and taxation.10 Likewise, there abound news on such topics, as well 
as a large amount of local publications11 and documents published in the Bolletí de la 
Societat Arqueològica Lul·liana, a journal which started in 1885. 

This paper aims to present the initial results of an ongoing research on the study 
of fishing in the island of Majorca in the Middle Ages, which includes the fishing 
activity, its production organization, the commercialization and consumption of fish 
catches, and geography and sociology of population dedicated to fishing tasks. To 
this end, we have carried out a systematic screening of bibliography and published 
documents —both as summaries of documents and transcripts— and have consulted 
notary’s protocols and other documentary collections in the Archive of the Kingdom 
of Majorca, an ongoing task that we intend to pursue with further research of 
documents held in deposit in other archives in Majorca, both ecclesiastical, e.g. 
Diocesan and Capitular, as well as municipal (mainly in Alcúdia and Pollença).

2. Regulating and auditing

It is a widely known fact that fish, commonly associated to abstinence and 
economic hardship, was not a favourite type of foodstuff in Medieval societies in 

8. Barceló Crespí, Maria. El raval de mar de la ciutat de Mallorca (segles XIII-XV). Palma: Lleonard Muntaner, 
Editor, 2012.

9. Mas Forners, Antoni; Rosselló Bordoy, Guillem; Rosselló Vaquer, Ramon. Història d’Alcúdia. De l’època 
islàmica a la Germania. Alcúdia: Ajuntament d’Alcúdia, 1999; Rosselló Vaquer, Ramon; Bover Pujol, 
Jaume. Història d’Andratx. Segles XIII i XIV. Palma: without Publisher, 1978. 

10. Like the studies by Pau Cateura and Onofre Vaquer: Cateura Bennàsser, Pau. “Las  cuentas de la 
colonización feudal (Mallorca, 1231-1245)”. En la España Medieval, 20 (1997): 57-142; Vaquer Bennàssar, 
Onofre. L’esclavitud a Mallorca. 1448-1500. Palma: Institut d’Estudis Baleàrics, 1997; Vaquer Bennàssar, 
Onofre. El comerç marítim de Mallorca. 1448-1531. Palma: El Tall, 2001; Cateura Bennàsser, Pau. Sociedad 
y sistema fiscal del Reino de Mallorca (1360-1400). Palma: El Tall, 2003; Cateura Bennàsser, Pau. Els imposts 
indirectes del Regne de Mallorca: les imposicions sobre l’alimentació (segle XIV). Palma: El Tall, 2006; Cateura 
Bennàsser, Pau: L’administració atrapada. Crèdit, finances i adaptacions fiscals al Regne de Mallorca (segle XV). 
Palma: El Tall, 2008; Cateura Bennàsser, Pau. “Consumo e impuestos en el reino medieval de Mallorca”, 
La alimentación en la Corona de Aragón (siglos XIV-XV). Actas del Simposio organizado por la Academia Aragonesa 
de Gastronomía en el sexto centenario del Compromiso de Caspe, Manuel Santiago García Guatas, Elena Piedrafita 
Pérez, Juan Barbacil, coords. Zaragoza: Institución Fernando el Católico, 2013: 21-42, among others.

11. Mostly by Ramon Rosselló: Rosselló Vaquer, Ramon; Bover Pujol, Jaume. Història d’Andratx…; 
Xamena Fiol, Pere; Rosselló Vaquer, Ramon. Història de Felanitx. Volum primer. De la prehistòria al segle XVI. 
Majorca: without publisher, 1976; Ramon Rosselló Vaquer; Ferrer Massanet, Rafel. Història de Manacor. 
Segle XIII. Palma: without publisher, 1977; Rosselló Vaquer, Ramon. Cronicó felanitxer. Apèndix. S. XIII-XVI. 
Felanitx: without publisher, 1986; Rosselló Vaquer, Ramon. Noticiari de sa Pobla (Huialfàs a l’Edat Mitjana). 
Majorca: without publisher, 1998; Rosselló Vaquer, Ramon. El rei en Jaume i el seu temps (documentari). 
Felanitx: without publisher, 2001, among others.
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Christian Europe,12 even less so in those by the seaside, like the Mediterranean,13 
and particularly the Majorcan society. Nevertheless, leaving aside the Medieval 
nutritional likings, what is remarkable here is the possibility of accessing culturally 
favourite foodstuffs. Even more so when in the Crown of Aragon —as indicated 
by Josefina Mutgé—, there were over one hundred and sixty days of fasting and 
abstinence.14 This accounts for fish consumption being common in agricultural 
homes and countryside homes within the cities, with a sharp increase during Lent.15 
Having said that, historiography confirms that the main intake of animal proteins 
came, by far, from meat as opposed to fish consumption, which was low, although 
it is hard to confirm in what proportions from the total. Despite that, these societies 
used to split the week between meat days and fish days,16 and there were significant 
differences in this respect, mainly based on their supply capacity. In the case of 
Majorca (an island of 3,635 square kilometres,17 and an overall length of coast of 
about 772 km,18 and a maximum distance from any point to the coastline of less 
than 30 km) the ease of fish supply was remarkable. This could lead to thinking 
that fish consumption could be higher than documented in other places. However, 
the studies dedicated fully or partially to food habits in Medieval times have but 
confirmed what has been stated about feudal societies: the prevalence, as regards 
food of animal origin, of food consumption but also the frequency of fish in these 
studies.19 

Another proof of the importance of food consumption in Majorca —of which 
we will refer to later— is the setting up of fish tables in many rural towns. In the 
Ordinance document —specifically, the foundation document— of the township of 
Petra (1300) there is a description that a butchery had six tables, four of them for 
meat, two for fish (Ítem ordonarem que fos la carnisseria en ·I· cairó […] e edificaren-hy ·VI· 

12. Montanari, Massimo. El hambre y la abundancia. Historia y cultura de la alimentación en Europa. Barcelona: 
Editorial Crítica, 1993: 82.

13. Riera Melis, Antoni. “‘Panem nostrum quotidianum da nobis hodie’. Los sistemas alimenticios de los 
estamentos populares en el Mediterráneo noroccidental en la Baja Edad Media”, La vida cotidiana en la 
Edad Media. Actas de la VIII Semana de Estudios Medievales. Nájera, José Ignacio de la Iglesia Duarte, coord. 
Logroño: Instituto de Estudios Riojanos, 1998: 45.

14. Mutge Vives, Josefina. “L’abastament de peix i carn a Barcelona, en el primer terç del segle XIV”, 
Alimentació i societat a la Catalunya Medieval, Antoni Riera Melis, ed. Barcelona: Consejo Superior de 
Investigaciones Científicas, 1988: 110; Montanari, Massimo. El hambre y la abundancia…: 82.

15. Riera Melis, Antoni. “La pesca en el Mediterráneo Noroccidental…”: 143.

16. Vinyoles Vidal, Teresa Maria. “Alimentació i ritme del temps a Catalunya a la Baixa Edat Mitjana”, 
Ir Col·loqui d’Història de l’alimentació a la Corona d’Aragó. Edat Mitjana. Ponències. Lleida: Institut d’Estudis 
Ilerdencs, 1995: 130-132.

17. “Territori. Superfície de les Illes Balears”. Institut d’Estadística de les Illes Balears. 1 July 2020 <https://
ibestat.caib.es/ibestat/estadistiques/03a35e8a-3b8b-4999-893d-fe9f7a095744/0fbc6d98-9ecf-493e-
9006-e068125395da/ca/U450001_0001.px>.

18. Including the isle of Cabrera and minor islands. “Territori. Longitud de la línia de costa”. Institut 
d’Estadística de les Illes Balears. 1 July 2020 <https://ibestat.caib.es/ibestat/estadistiques/ac046c44-1c9f-
4cb6-9927-c37d9b38b4a8/de9d9cf6-06b2-4713-ad15-c4df99962375/ca/U450001_0002.px>.

19. See a list and comments on these works in Beltran Serrano, Francesc; Bernat Roca, Margalida. “‘Dels 
peys, ne en qual manera…’”.
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taules so és a ssaber ·IIII· de carnisseria e duas de pascataria).20 Such proportion (2/3 parts 
for meat; the rest for fish) does not seem random and could account for the standard 
proportion of consumption for such foodstuff. In fact, 33% of fish consumption 
could correspond to what is usually considered feasible in a society accustomed to 
43.8% of days of meat abstinence (also including in its diet other meat substitutes 
like cheese and eggs). Be as it may, the setting up of fish selling points —hence, 
supervision and taxation— does but reveal the importance of consumption, which 
explains the interest of the kingdom’s administration to levy taxes on fish catches 
and consumption.21 

3. The first regulations on fishing: the Carta de Franquesa (1230)

As pointed out by Miguel José Deyà,22 fishing in Majorca was first regulated by 
Jaume I via the Carta de Franquesa (1230), before the conquest of Mayurqa. In 
this Carta, the King rules free fishing in the sea to be one of the rights granted to 
the island’s citizens. Therefore, we assume that, at least on its early days, fishing 
was allowed with no feudal or ecclesiastic compensation involved.23 Nevertheless, 
the King reserved to himself the rights over coastal lagoons,24 among which the 
coastal lagoon of Alcúdia, split between the king —with one half— and the count 
of Empúries, who had the rights over the other half.25 In the Remembrança d’en 
Nunyo Sanç (record of possessions from the count of Roussillon, drawn up between 

20. “We also ordered that the butcher’s be located on a plot of land […] in which six counters were set 
up; four for butchering and two for fishmongering purposes”. Andreu, Jaume. L’ordinació de Petra, any 
1300. Teoria i realitat. Palma: Ajuntament de Petra-Consell de Mallorca, 2000: 275. 

21. Like the ones levied on Catalonia before the conquest of Majorca, or later in Valencia. Riera Melis, 
Antoni. “La pesca en el Mediterráneo Noroccidental…”: 140-143.

22. Deyà Bauzà, Miguel José. “La pesca en el Reino de Mallorca…”: 1029-1030.

23. Unlike Catalonia and Valencia which where, at least in some cases, levied taxes like tithe. Riera Melis, 
Antoni. “La pesca en el Mediterráneo Noroccidental…”: 140-143.

24. […] e dam-vos cases e casals, orts e ortals, e lo terme de la Ciutat, prats, pastures, aygües dolçes, mars e ribera de 
mar, casses, pesqueres, plans e muntanyes, erbes, lenyes a cases, e a naus e ha altres leyns a fer, e a tots altres vostres 
usos e puscats pescar en mar liurement, los stanys tan solament retenguts a Nós (“And we give you houses and 
cottages, orchards, and the municipal boundary [or terme] of the City, meadows, pastures, fresh water, 
the seas and the seashore, hunting and fishing land, plains and mountains, herbs, wood to build houses, 
ships and other vessels, and for any other use, and that you may fish freely in the sea, so that we [the 
King] may only retain the ponds”). Pérez Martínez, Lorenzo. “Corpus documental balear (I). Reinado de 
Jaime I”. Fontes Rerum Balearium, 1 (1977): 61.

25. Despite that, his part also included other beneficiaries of the Repartiment, like the Bishop of Girona. 
More information in Pérez Pastor, Plàcid. “El repartiment feudal de Mallorca: la porció del comte 
d’Empúries”. Bolletí de la Societat Arqueològica Lul·liana, 70 (2014): 51-73. See also Pérez Pastor, Plàcid. 
“Mallorca, 1230-1232. Reflexions a partir de la relectura del còdex llatinoaràbic del repartiment”. Bolletí 
de la Societat Arqueològica Lul·liana, 66 (2010): 9-34.
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1236 and 1239)26 the lagoon is recorded as Albufeira del peix27 or l’Albufera del pescar,28 
as clear references to its abundance of fish and fishing activity,29 both of which 
remained strong well into the modern times (1595), as recorded by chronicler 
Binimelis in his history of Majorca: Aqueste albufera crie gran abundàntia y còpie de 
pexos, y de vàries spèsies de hont se proveeix gran part de la ylle.30 

4. Taxation 

Fiscal exemption in sea fishing activities remained untouched until approximately 
one hundred years after the Catalan conquest, despite attempts in 1238 —and even 
settled agreements— to levy tax on fishing during negotiations between the King 
and the Church over the distribution of decimal rents.31 Nonetheless, this taxation 
would never come into force. Neither did the attempts of the Infant Peter of Portugal 
succeed in imposing, during his early ruling period as the lord of the Kingdom 
(1232-1244), a similar payment on fishing catches to fishermen in Pollença, in a 
place —as recorded— where fishing was free (omnes piscatores possunt et debent ibi 
libere piscari),32 with a clear reference to the text in Carta de Franquesa: possitis piscari 
in mari libere.

Finally, maritime fishing was never levied fixed taxes on any proportional part of 
its catches. It did though receive indirect taxation, the earliest dating back to 1331, 
on account of the war against Genoa. This taxation was levied both on fish sale for 
direct consumption (2 pences per pound, paid by the salesperson) and also on re-

26. Pérez Pastor, Plàcid. “Sobre el poblament musulmà d’Almallutx. Un exercici de localització d’algunes 
alqueries i rafals del jûz de les Muntanyes de Mallorca”, VII Jornades d’Estudis Locals de Sóller i Fornalutx. 
Sóller: Ajuntament de Sóller, 2013: 245-272.

27. “fish coastal lagoon”. Rosselló Bordoy, Guillem. El Islam en las islas Baleares. Mallorca musulmana según 
la “Remenbrança” de Nunyo Sanç y el “Repartiment” de Mallorca. Palma: Universitat de les Illes Balears, 2007: 
298. See also La Remenbrança de Nunyo Sanç. Una relació de les seves propietats a la ruralia de Mallorca, ed. 
Antoni Mut Calafell, Guillem Rosselló Bordoy. Palma: Govern Balear, 1993: 168.

28. “fishing coastal lagoon”. La Remenbrança de Nunyo Sanç…: 176.

29. On account of these references, we conclude that the Albufera’s fishing activity already existed back 
in Andalusian times.

30. “this coastal lagoon has an abundance of fish of various species where most of the island is supplied 
from”. Deyà Bauzà, Miguel José; Mas Forners, Antoni; Rosselló Vaquer, Ramon. Història d’Alcúdia. El segle 
XVI. Alcúdia: Ajuntament d’Alcúdia, 2002: 195.

31. Cateura Bennàsser, Pau. “Las cuentas de la colonización feudal…”: 63. See also, López Bonet, Josep 
Francesc. “Fiscalitat i producció agrària: la percepció del delme a Mallorca”, Comprar, vendre i pagar al rei. 
Els imposts indirectes al Regne de Mallorca (segles XIV-XV), Pau Cateura Bennàsser, ed. Palma: El Tall, 2006: 
78-79, 111-112.

32. Llompart Moragues, Gabriel. “L’Infant Jaume y la rabia de los pobladores de Mallorca (ca. 1268)”. 
Memòries de la Reial Acadèmia Mallorquina d’Estudis Genealògics, Heràldics i Històrics, 15 (2005): 13. Although 
the title of the paper, Gabriel Llompart indicated 1268 as the date of this text; he later explained that 
the approximate date should have been around 1243. Llompart Moragues, Gabriel. “Los desafueros 
mallorquines del infante de Portugal y sus familiares (1243)”. Memòries de la Reial Acadèmia Mallorquina 
d’Estudis Genealògics, Heràldics i Històrics, 19 (2009): 18. 
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sale (salesman and buyer paid 4 pences per pound d’assò que costarà).33 According to 
Pau Cateura, both direct and indirect tariffs remained until the war against Castile. 
It was then that the municipality of the city, in an attempt to —as reported by 
Cateura— increase its tax revenue, decided to change its taxation category, despite 
pressure from the fishermen’s guild, depending on the weight rather than the 
price of sold fish. As a result, tax continued affecting both the salesperson and the 
buyer. This change went hand in hand with another tax (1361) on the price of fish. 
According to Cateura, this taxation system —based on imposing taxes depending 
on the weight of catches, and on price control— was finally consolidated in 1390, 
and the levy of a tax of two pences per pound, paid for by both the salesperson 
and the buyer. Likewise, it was categorically announced that, in the City, fish could 
only be sold at fishmongers’.34 Furthermore, we could assume from that —albeit 
implicitly— that sales were made in accordance with regulations on buying, selling 
and handling fish, later recorded in El Llibre del Mostassaf (“Capítols de peixcadors 
e venedors de peix”).35 In the 15th century, according to P. Cateura, fiscal pressure 
on this issue —levied both on buying and selling fish— doubled, thus jumping to 
4 pences per pound, sense discriminar la qualitat del peix.36 Likewise, according to the 
author, there was a tribute added onto the above, which levied on the right of goods 
transportation —if the fish came from outside the Kingdom— and for all the cases, 
there was tax on the fish tables, consisting of four pences per pound.37 However, this 
tax, according to the annuity renting between 1433-1434, was only levied on fresh 
fish.38 This may account for the fact that, during the second half of the 15th century 
and around the City’s fishmonger’s, several points of sale of imported salted tuna 
fish were fitted out.39 

This increase in fiscal pressure on maritime fishing must have had an impact on 
various areas, for example rising prices. This can be inferred from the decision, in 
the early 1518, from the authorities of the Kingdom of Majorca to levy a tax on 
the price of the pound of fish and shellfish —except for some varieties— and, on 
the other hand, to sell by weight rather than by simply eyeballing.40 These decisions 
triggered off a de facto strike of fishermen who had ceased fishing shortly before 
Lent —and also the fasting period— and so, well into June they maintained this 

33. “whatever the cost shall be”. Cateura Bennàsser, Pau. Els imposts indirectes…: 68; also López Bonet, 
Josep Francesc. “Para una historia fiscal de la Mallorca cristiana”. Anuario de Estudios Medievales, 38/1 
(2008): 138-139.

34. Cateura Bennàsser, Pau. Els imposts indirectes…: 68-69. See also Cateura Bennàsser, Pau. Sociedad y 
sistema fiscal…: 116-117.

35. Pons Pastor, Antoni. Libre del mostassaf de Mallorca. Palma: Consejo Superior de Investigaciones 
Científicas, 1949: 26-31.

36. “regardless of the fish amount”.

37. Cateura Bennàsser, Pau: L’administració atrapada…: 73. 

38. Penya Nicolau, Pere d’Alcàntara. “Notas y documentos referentes á la antigua Pescadería de la ciudad 
de Palma”. Bolletí de la Societat Arqueològica Lul·liana, 8 (1899-1900): 237.

39. Documented by Pau Cateura. L’administració atrapada…: 73.

40. Deyà Bauzà, Miguel José. “La pesca en el Reino…”: 1031-1033. 
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policy. Even the Great and General Council had considered to promote emigration 
of fishermen from the Catalan mainland to Majorca.41

It is worth noting that this significant increase of taxation on maritime fishing 
catches differs from the tax situation of catches from the coastal lagoon of Albufera, 
as it was exempt from such tax.42 Although the Royal Administration had been 
struggling to eliminate this privilege back in 1365, the King confirmed the exemption 
enjoyed by the lords of the Albufera,43 upheld well into the 15th century.44 

Another issue is that little is known on the details of taxation levied on the rest 
of foreign catches. Thanks to one documentary evidence from 1441, we know that 
fishmongering rights levied tax on all catches from ports and small bays from the 
municipality of Alcúdia and that in this township, this tax collection was auctioned 
by Royal Heritage.45 We are still in the dark about how tax collection worked for 
the rest of towns outside the city of Palma (referred to as Part Forana) but all the 
evidence indicates that the obligation of setting up fish tables for fish selling (or in 
their absence, in the market square itself) appears to be closely related to the need 
of ensuring fiscal collection, rather than the intention of monitoring the quality of 
fish, as this task was usually allocated to the mostassaf.46 

5. Points of sale of fishery products: butcheries, fishmongers  
and market squares

Selling fish at the fishmonger was aimed to ensure income collection and 
guarantee fiscal taxation, as well as certify that the health standards of the fish 
were adequate. The fishmonger in the City of Majorca was set up in 1246, precisely 
the year when, in the spot allocated by the royal advisors, permission was granted 
for laying out 8 fish tables.47 During the 13th and 14th centuries, following the 
city design, fish tables were laid out in the Part Forana, normally in the same 
location, usually public squares, together with butcheries, or as part of the same 
layout, where selling fish was, in all probability, already done, albeit occasionally, 

41. “Huelga de pescadores (1518)”. Bolletí de la Societat Arqueològica Lul·liana, 4 (1891): 60. Source also 
cited in Rosselló Vaquer, Ramon. Cronicó felanitxer…: 32, and Deyà Bauzà, Miguel José. “La pesca en el 
reino…”: 1031-1032.

42. Cateura Bennàsser, Pau, ed. Recaptar per a pagar deutes. El còdex 29 de l’Arxiu del Regne de Mallorca (1390). 
Palma: El Tall, 2009: 232.

43. Rosselló Vaquer, Ramon. Noticiari de sa Pobla…: 31-32.

44. Cateura Bennàsser, Pau. L’administració atrapada…: 73.

45. Rosselló Vaquer, Ramon. “Documentari. De la conquesta catalana a la Germania”, Història d’Alcúdia. 
De l’època islàmica a la Germania, Antoni Mas Forners, Guillem Rosselló Bordoy, Ramon Rosselló Vaquer. 
Alcúdia: Ajuntament d’Alcúdia, 1999: 453. 

46. Further information on health-related and fiscal inspection activities allocated to the mostassaf on fish 
sale, see also Beltran Serrano, Francesc; Bernat Roca, Margalida. “‘Dels peys, ne en qual manera…’”, and 
also, Pons Pastor, Antoni. Libre del Mostassaf…

47. Penya Nicolau, Pere d’Alcàntara. “Notas y documentos…”: 220-223, 237-241. 
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before. The earliest fish tables were set up in the second half of the 13th century, and 
everything indicates that only in more important towns. This is the case of Inca, to 
which Majorca’s deputy and mayor granted in 1274 a licence to lay out a table for 
selling fish, near the butchery tables.48 In Sineu, Majorca’s mayor set up a patio in 
Sineu’s square to lay out a fish table, of 20 palms long by 12 palms wide (that is, 3.9 
m by 2,3m).49 In 1280, Majorca’s mayor granted a licence to five individuals to lay 
out a butchery table in Alcúdia de Ginyent Square to chop and sell meat and fish, 
of 12 palms long by 8 palms wide (nearly 2.3 m by 1.5 m), each one at a price of 
one morabatí.50 Around two years later, the same mayor authorized a neighbour to 
set up, in Manacor’s main square, a butchery table to sell carnes et pices, of around 
14 palms long and 14 palms wide (approximately 2.7 m by 2.7 m), at a price of one 
in Christmas.51

The Ordinacions of James II (1300),52 translated during the creation and promotion 
of at least fifteen populations clusters (in Catalan known as pobles), boosted up the 
process of infrastructure endowment and, hence, the construction of fish tables. 
These were located, as documented in most sources we have consulted, in the same 
spot as the butcheries. Fitting out fish tables —which also required payment to the 
King— is recorded in towns that maintained specific regulations to implement the 
Ordinacions (e.g. Felanitx and Petra). In Felanitx, for example, a site was allocated 
to edifficar carniceria e pasqueteria.53 Likewise, in the official record of the planning of 
the town of Petra, there are explicit indications that the butchery of this town was 
granted permission to lay out four meat tables and two fish tables, each of them of 
approximately 2.9 m long by 2.9 m wide, with an obligation to pay 6 pences for 
their rental.54 The same policy applies, for example, to the town of Huialfàs, where 
the King acquired, in 1308, all the rights on the site where the fishmonger and the 
butchery had been built.55 All this leads us to the assumption that fish tables were 
considered, at least tradition so indicates, as basic facilities of these towns. Evidence 
of this is the fact that in 1359, Sant Joan’s law courts protested because the town 
of the same name had not built all the squares laid out in the Ordinacions town 
planning, with an explicit reference to the butchery and the fishmonger.56 

48. Llabrés Martorell, Pere-Joan; Rosselló Vaquer, Ramon. Inca en la història (1229-1349). Inca: Ajuntament 
d’Inca, 1998: 86. 

49. Mulet Ramis, Bartomeu; Rosselló Vaquer, Ramon; Salom Sancho, Josep. La capitalitat de Sineu (segles 
XIII i XIV). Sineu: Ajuntament de Sineu, 1994: 85-86.

50. Rosselló Vaquer, Ramon. “Documentari. De la conquesta…”: 453.

51. Ramon Rosselló Vaquer; Ferrer Massanet, Rafel. Història de Manacor. Segle XIII…: 44.

52. Mas Forners, Antoni. “Les Ordinacions d’en Jaume II (1300): la segona colonització del reialenc 
de Mallorca”, Els caràcters del paisatge històric als països mediterranis, Jordi de Bolòs Masclans, ed. Lleida: 
Universitat de Lleida-Pagès editors, 2018: 147-199.

53. “build a butchery and a fishmonger”. Xamena Fiol, Pere-Rosselló Vaquer, Ramon. Història de 
Felanitx…: 73.

54. Andreu, Jaume. L’ordinació de Petra…: 275.

55. Rosselló Vaquer, Ramon. El rei en Jaume…: 55.

56. […] que sien designades plasses al dit loch so és de quertera de carnisseria e de pescateria hoc encara de pati de 
esgleya segons que fo manat e ordonat per lo demont dit senyor rey en Jacme de bona memòria (“that places be 
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The same process, in all probability, occurred —perhaps shortly after— in 
towns or villages which, despite being the main centres of their municipalities, 
were under lordly jurisdiction. This can be seen in the case of those under total or 
partial dominion of the Barony of the count of Empúries (Muro, Santa Margalida 
and Sóller). For larger towns, there is written evidence that the butchery and the 
fishmonger were both located in the same site. Such was the case of Muro (1360)57 
and Sóller, where in 1371 it was authorized to construct a butchery and a fishmonger 
(possitis carniceriam et piscateriam construere) on a site where formerly there was a 
butchery. 58 In smaller towns, like Santa Margalida, there is only evidence (1377) 
of a butchery.59 

The content in the minutes of Petra’s town planning Ordinació —cited above—, 
according to which the meat and fish tables were located in a site popularly known 
as the butchery (que fos la carnisseria en ·I· cairó […] e edificaren-hy ·VI· taules so és a 
ssaber ·IIII· de carnisseria e duas de pascataria)60 suggests that, in towns with no written 
records on the existence of a fishmonger, notably smaller townships, fish was sold 
in a site allocated as a butchery (documented in most townships), or in the town’s 
main square. This was so, by rule of authority, to prevent street or door-to-door 
vending. Such is the case of Valldemossa (1344), a town where several fishermen 
would sell fish both door-to-door and from their own doorstep, and were forced by 
the mayor to sell it in the town square.61 

On the other hand, it is worth noting that the role of the mostassaf and the 
mayor on fish-related issues could also have other purposes like ensuring fish 
supply for the coastal population where catches came from. In 1388, at the request 
of the Court and the Kingdom of Majorca, and two fishermen from Sóller, the 
governor prompted both the mayor and the mostassaf of the municipality to grant 
permission to the two fishermen to sell within the town all the fish captured on that 
coastline that was not necessary for the supply of the population of Sóller. Prior to 
that though, the mostassaf and the mayor had to retain the part of the catches they 
deemed sufficient to absorb local fish demand.62

According to this document, both fishermen used to fish near Sóller (pesquen 
quaix continuadament en les mars de vostra parròquia)63 and intended to sell part of 
their catches in town. The reason for the complaint, supported by popular jury, was 

allotted to the said place; that is, for cereals, butchering and fishmongering purposes, even a plot of land 
for a church, as had been ordered by the King James in good memory”). ARM. Suplicacions, 21, f. 23r-v.

57. ARM. Prot. T-394, f. 29v.

58. Rullán Mir, José. Historia de Sóller en sus relaciones con la general de Mallorca. Palma: Imprenta de Felipe 
Guasp y Vicens, 1877: I, 36-44, 755-768.

59. ARM. Prot. T-612, f. 24v.

60. “We also ordered that the butcher’s be located on a plot of land […] in which six counters were set 
up; four for butchering and two for fishmongering purposes”.

61. Albertí Albertí, Jaume; Rosselló Vaquer, Ramon. Història de Valldemossa (1230-1516). Palma-
Valldemossa: Edicions Documenta Balear, 1999: 108.

62. Pons Pastor, Antoni. Libre del Mostassaf…: 220.

63. “they fish continuously in the seas of your municipality”.
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the request from the mayor and the mostassaf to sell all the fish in Sóller, and the 
prohibition to sell in the city, as a result a large amount of fish would go to waste. 
Such prohibition, while aiming to ensure the town’s supply of fish, resulted in the 
loss of all the fish unabsorbed by local demand, even more so when catches were 
sizeable.64

6. Fishing methods

The fishing methods documented in Majorca are those that Antoni Riera 
described as those practised in the north-western Mediterranean Sea.65 In the case 
of Majorca, these methods featured, mostly, trawling (xàvega and bòlitx),66 but also 
other fishing methods like palangre (fishing line with hooks), volantí (a type of rod 
fishing), and nanses (fishing with cane baskets). Other methods are well documented, 
like pesca a l’encesa (fishing with an oil lamp),67 or those involving specific types of 
nets, like armellades and cintes, or those employed for specific catch varieties like 
lobster and, even more frequently, coral. Fishing was carried out, or was prepared 
with small wooden boats, named, according to records, as barques or llaüts,68 used 
indistinctively. For example, in 1398 one regulation (ordenança) was designed for los 
laüts dels bolentins y palangres y los de xávegues69 and in 1468, one of the chapters in the 
guild of of Alcúdia’s fishermen was aimed to tot patró de xàvagua, bòlig, d’ermeyada, 
sinta, legostas e de tot altre manera de peschar ab barcha en l’entorn, axí en lo stiu com en lo 
ivern.70 As cited here, the vessels could also be used according to the method or art 

64. Pons Pastor, Antoni. Libre del Mostassaf…: 220. 

65. According to Antoni Riera, Los artes de pesca utilizados, durante la Baja Edad Media, en el Mediterráneo 
Noroccidental pueden clasificarse en dos grupos, estáticos y dinámicos. Entre los primeros destacaban entonces 
diversas modalidades de pesca con anzuelo (palangre, volantín y caña), la nasa y el cerco (almadraba). Entre los 
segundos,figuraban el boliche y la jábega, que utilizaban redes (“The fishing gear used, during the Late Middle 
Ages, in the north-western Mediterranean can be classified into two groups, static and dynamic. Among 
the former were various types: hook fishing (longline, flyer and rod fishing), fish trap and purse-seine 
fishing (almadraba fishing). Among the latter were beach seine and jábega [boat] fishing, that require 
the use of nets”). Riera Melis, Antoni. “La pesca en el Mediterráneo…”: 124 (a detailed description of the 
different arts in pages 124-126, and in Massutí Oliver, Miquel; Llompart Moragues, Gabriel. Les activitats 
de la pesca…: 141-182).

66. Also noted by Deyà Bauzà, Miguel José. “La pesca en el Reino de Mallorca…”: 1030.

67. Rosselló Vaquer, Ramon. “Documentari. De la conquesta…”: 417.

68. In this context, a llaüt is a little or medium fishing vessel, with latin sail, adapted to Mediterranean 
wavelength.

69. Various types of fishing boats, small- or medium-sized. Aguiló, Estanislau de Kostka. “Rúbrica dels 
llibres de pregons de l’antiga cúria de la Governació. Continuació”. Bolletí de la Societat Arqueològica 
Lul·liana, 9 (1901-1902): 147. 

70. “Any pattern of fishing boats, small or medium-sized, dedicated to various types of fishing, such as 
lobster, both in summer and winter”. Mas Forners, Antoni. “De les Ordinacions a la Germania”, Història 
d’Alcúdia. De l’època islàmica a la Germania, Antoni Mas Forners, Guillem Rosselló Bordoy, Ramon Rosselló 
Vaquer. Alcúdia: Ajuntament d’Alcúdia, 1999: 237-240, 277-278.
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to which they were geared for and which determined or conditioned the number 
of crew members, as it varied considerably and, for example, it could be for four 
members —as in the case of barcha que […] pescarà corall71 or ten or more, as in the 
case of the xàvega, let alone the latter, where people would pull the nets from the 
coast.72 As regards catches, they were those commonly found in the north-western 
Mediterranean area,73 although it is worth highlighting the relative significance of 
coral extraction, as this was considered a fishing mode in Medieval times, and will 
be dealt with accordingly.

7. Fishing communities

In the time period studied in this paper, most fishermen used to live in two 
locations (the City of Majorca —also referred to as “the City”, or Palma— and 
Alcúdia), each having their own guild or fishermen association. The most popular 
group was the one living in the City, the island’s capital city and by far the most 
populated community, as evidenced by the figures of the collection of morabatí taxes 
in the table below. Of lesser importance was the town of Alcúdia, to the north of 
the island. Both locations were enclosed within solid walls, and had their own port. 
There is also documentary evidence of fishermen in other areas, like Palomera (in 
the municipality of Andratx), ses Salines (in the municipality of Santanyí), and 
Valldemossa as well as the port towns of Pollença and Sóller.

Table 1. Collection of morabatí taxes

Site 1329 1364 1421 1475 1517

City of Majorca 5398 4910 2798 3059 2684

% total 43.6 45.2 32.8 35.3 29.6

Total countryside 6991 5963 5741 5617 6372

% total 56.4 54.8 67.2 64.7 70.4

Alcúdia 423 297 272 232 414

% total 3.4 2.7 3.2 2.7 4.6

71. “a coral fishing […] vessel”. Mas Forners, Antoni. “De les Ordinacions…”: 277-278.

72. Riera Melis, Antoni. “La pesca en el Mediterráneo…”: 127-129.

73. See detailed listings of species in several works by Riera Melis, Antoni. “La pesca en el Mediterráneo…”: 
130-132; Massutí Oliver, Miquel; Llompart Moragues, Gabriel. Les activitats de la pesca…: 191-196; Deyà 
Bauzà, Miguel José. “La pesca en el Reino de Mallorca…”: 1032-1033; Beltran Serrano, Francesc; Bernat 
Roca, Margalida. “‘Dels peys, ne en qual manera…’”: 139-144.
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Andratx 70 112 76 65 139

% total 0.6 1.0 0.9 0.7 1.5

Majorca 12389 10873 8539 8676 9056

source: sevillano colom, francisco. “la demografía de mallorca a través del impuesto 
del morabatí: siglos xiv, xv y xvi”. BOlleTí de la sOcieTaT arQueOlògica lul·liana, 34 

(1974): 233-272.

Unquestionably, the main fishermen communities were located in the city of 
Majorca, notably the maritime parishes of Santa Eulària and Santa Creu, mainly 
the latter, both inside and outside the walled enclosure, in Raval de Mar.74 It is 
claimed that the guild or fishermen association had been formally founded in 1354, 
although there was probably a preceding institution of the same nature dating back 
to the 13th century.75 The common activity of fishermen at the time must have taken 
place, approximately, across the maritime area between the islands of Dragonera, 
on the west, and Cabrera, on the east,76 although the same activity must have been 
practised by further areas, like Banyalbufar, in 1434.77

In the last quarter of the 14th century, there is evidence of two communities, 
mainly constituted by fishermen, at each end of the area of influence of the city. 
The most influential of them must have been la Palomera, in the parish of Andratx, 
near the island of Dragonera. These communities had built homes and other fishing 
constructions around the city (los pescadors de Mallorques),78 not only by fishermen 
but also merchants and their servants, as they needed them to season fish.79 At the 
other end, on ses Salines, near the island of Cabrera, their peers report that they 
were inhabited by around forty fishermen.80 Although their origin is yet unknown, 
we know that this site was highly visited by local fishermen.81 And despite no 
documentary evidence of fish seasoning in these premises, the fact that its location 
coincided with the location of the main salt mines of the island —of which it takes 
its name (Salines, salt mines)— allows, at least, supposing so.

74. Barceló Crespí, Maria. Ciutat de Mallorca en el trànsit a la Modernitat. Palma: Institut d’Estudis Baleàrics, 
1988; Barceló Crespí, Maria. El raval de mar… It is unknown whether there were residents in beyond the 
other raval, that of Santa Catalina.

75. Quetglas Gayà, Bartolomé. Los gremios de Mallorca. Siglos XIII al XIX. Palma: Ediciones Cort, 1980 (first 
edition: 1938): 185-186.

76. Penya Nicolau, Pere d’Alcàntara. “Notas y documentos…”: 238; Pons Pastor, Antonio. Libre del 
Mostassaf…: 28.

77. Rosselló Vaquer, Ramon; Albertí Albertí, Jaume. Història de Banyalbufar. Segles XIII-XVI. Palma: 
Lleonard Muntaner, Editor, 1995: 122.

78. “the fishermen of Mallorca”.

79. Rosselló Vaquer, Ramon; Bover Pujol, Jaume. Història d’Andratx…: 71. 

80. ARM. Suplicacions, 31, f. 119r-v.

81. Llompart Moragues, Gabriel. “La torre de defensa de ‘La Vall’ y la angustia existencial de la población 
costera mallorquina en el Trescientos”. Estudis Baleàrics, 13 (1984): 107-125.
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As regards fishermen from Alcúdia, in the first half of the 14th century, they had 
probably a certain degree of organization —in 1340 there was a fishermen’s lamp 
in the parish— and in 1382, among the settlements of the Clavari d’Alcúdia, there 
is a record of the expenses incurred during the festa dels pescadors—,82 although the 
fishermen association as such was not registered until 1468. Nevertheless, its origin 
must have been distant since the register affirms that antigament fonch principiada per 
los peschadors.83 

It is possible that this town, on the small peninsula that separates the Alcúdia 
and Pollença Bays, by the coastline, was the urban community whose fishermen, 
involved in both fishing itself and coral extraction, were, in relative terms, more 
relevant. In 1395 written evidence claims that the area abounded with molts hòmens 
de mar e aquells haien viure de art de pescar.84 The final destination of most fish catches 
was trade. Once the fishmongering dues were satisfied, the catches were transported 
to Inca and other neighbouring villages outside the city of Palma (Part Forana) (e 
lo peix que prenen trametan la més part en la parròquia d’Incha e en altres parròquies de la 
illa).85 Until 1395 catches from Alcúdia had to be sold by the transporters themselves. 
This meant considerable losses for the fishermen, as this practice hampered price 
negotiation. At the requests of Alcudia’s inhabitants, in 1395 King John ruled that 
fish sale would be made by local residents or by those who would be deemed more 
adequate.86

We ignore its relations with the fishermen association —it appears that these were 
of little importance— from the municipality of Pollença, whose origin dates back to 
1363,87 or whether they had any links with the Alcúdia association. All the same, 
according to documentary evidence available to us, the range of activity of Alcudian 
fishermen included the so-called mars d’Alcúdia (“Alcudia seas”) —currently the 
Pollença and Alcúdia bays— and the north of the Tramuntana mountain range.88 
On the coastline of the Tramuntana mountain range, there is written evidence 

82. “fishermen fest”. Rosselló Vaquer, Ramon. “Documentari. De la conquesta…”: 391, 491.

83. “in the past, it was founded by fishermen”. Mas Forners, Antoni. “De les Ordinacions…”: 237-239, 
277-278.

84. “many seamen and those involved in the art of fishing”.

85. “and the fish that they take send the largest part to the parish of Inca and to other parishes of the 
island”.

86. Mas Forners, Antoni. “De les Ordinacions…”: 237-238.

87. Mayol Llompart, Antoni. “Esclavos fugitivos: de Mallorca a Granada. Aproximación a los esclavos 
sarracenos en la ruralía de Mallorca: Pollensa, siglos XIV-XV”, VI Estudio de Fronteras. Población y 
poblamiento. Homenaje a Manuel González Jiménez, Francisco Toro Ceballos, José Rodríguez Molina, coords. 
Jaén: Diputación Provincial de Jaén, 2006: 466.

88. In 1417 in the Cala de Sant Vicenç havia dues barraques de pescadors (“there were two fishermen’s 
huts”). Rotger Capllonch, Mateo. “Desembarco de Moros en Pollensa en 1417 (Com moros de Barcelona 
arribaren ab una barcha a la cala de St. Vicent de Pollensa e un morí)”. Bolletí de la Societat Arqueològica 
Lul·liana, 7 (1897-1898): 392-393.
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of fishermen from Valldemossa (1344) and Sóller (1388),89 whose evidence of 
professional links remains still unknown.

8. How many fishermen?

Calculating an exact number, or even a rough figure, of fishermen in Medieval 
Majorca is, at the moment, an impossible enterprise. To begin with, the documents 
containing exact or rough figures are scarce and they usually consist of mere 
taxpayers’ and land registry records. But, as is usually the case, these sources are far 
from thorough, and they also present documentary gaps and losses.90 This can be 
illustrated with the fact that, in the taxpayers’ record of the city of Majorca in 1478 
(with 2,735 taxpayers),91 there was mention of only 25 fishermen.92 Also, there is 
a document from the same year of the concession of a chapel for the fishermen’s 
association of 2 relevant members, 4 honourable members and 20 members.93 
Comparing both documents, we have only found six exact matches, although some 
family names are repeated in both documents and other names may have been —or 
were— misnomers. Therefore, only by adding up both lists and crossing out exact 
matches, the total number of fishermen amounts already to 44, a figure that could 
well possibly be lower than its real figure. 

On the other hand, it seems clear that the qualifying term fisherman, in most 
documents, only applied to those who were usually dedicated to fishing, as owners 
or patrons of vessels dedicated to this task, or were members of a fishermen’s 
association, but the term excluded those who were members of the crew and 
received compensation for it (if they worked on a freelance basis). In the light of 
this, in all likelihood, the 44 fishermen documented in 1478 were probably patrons 
of the vessels, or were capable of managing fishing tasks.

89. Pons Pastor, Antonio. Libre del Mostassaf…: 220; Albertí Albertí, Jaume; Rosselló Vaquer, Ramon. 
Història de Valldemossa…: 108.

90. On the use of taxpayers’ lists as a source of social and economic history, see Barceló Crespí, 
Maria. Ciutat de Mallorca…

91. Barceló Crespí, Maria. Ciutat de Mallorca…: 137.

92. Barceló Crespí, Maria. Ciutat de Mallorca…: 208, 216, 217, 227, 244, 247, 248, 249.

93. Sanxo, Pere Antoni. “Concessió d’una capella dedicada a Sant Jaume Apòstol en la parròquia de 
Santa Creu a la Confraria dels Pescadors (6 juny 1478)”. Bolletí de la Societat Arqueològica Lul·liana, 24 
(1932-1933): 199-200.
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Table 2. Fishing quotas and parish residence of fishermen (1478)

Fishing quotas (in sous) in the 
taxpayers’ list from 1478

Parish of residence of fishermen 
from the 1478 taxpayers’ list

Not included 9

Deceased 2 Unrecorded 9

Quotas No. % Total % Parish No. %

10 a 25 4 12.1 67 28.2 Santa Creu 24 68.6

8 4 12.1 32 13.4 Santa Eulària 7 20.0

6 20 60.6 120 50.4 Sant Jaume 4 11.4

4 4 12.1 16 6.7 Sant Nicolau 0 0.0

3 1 3.0 3 1.3 Sant Miquel 0 0.0

TOTAL 33 100 238 100 TOTAL 35 100.0

The average of quotas assigned to fishermen in the taxpayers’ list from 1483 (4.1 
sous) position them among the poorest groups. In fact, the addition of quotas that 
the 33 fishermen had to pay in 1478 (238 sous; in other words, 11.9 pounds) only 
amounts to 26.4% of the quota (45 pounds) from the highest-paying taxpayer, 
Esclarmonda Bertrana.94 

9. Fishermen, little income or few goods?

On the other hand, we have verified that fishermen managed to establish a 
distinguished group in terms of wealth or revenue.95 However, one cannot infer that 
they dedicated their entire lives exclusively to this activity, since they were identified 
as boat owners or boat captains.96 On the other hand, there is also evidence —from 
documents cited in this paper— of a certain degree of specialization in specific fishing 
methods, as in the case of bòlitx and xàvega —the most characteristic fishing methods 

94. Barceló Crespí, Maria. Ciutat de Mallorca…: 144-149.

95. There was also evidence of social promotion, as evidenced in the merchandising accountancy books. 
In 1429, among the heirs of Antoni Bollaix, a fisherman from the city of Majorca, the list included his 
sons Joan, a fisherman, and another of his sons, Antoni, a merchant líving in Cagliari. ARM. Prot. S-22, 
ff. 10r-11r.

96. As evidenced by the fact that in 1461 there is a reference to algun pascador o patró de barcha de xàuaga 
grandola o lehut de pescar o de barcha de tràffech de marina, o de descarregar (“any fisherman or boat skipper of 
a fishing, transport, or trade vessel, whether small or medium-sized”). Pons Pastor, Antoni. “Capítols e 
ordinacions fetes per lo Offici de mestre de guayta. (Continuació) (1451)”. Bolletí de la Societat Arqueològica 
Lul·liana, 22 (1928-1929): 150.
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in Majorca—, which took on an important role, accounted for by the appearance of 
such professions as bolitxer or xaveguer.97 

Undoubtedly, one of the facts that singled out fishermen was their belonging to a 
fishermen’s guild or, possibly, having received training for their trade by some peer. 
In any case, what gave fishermen the proper seal of autonomy was ownership of a 
fully-fitted vessel. In fact, this became one of their main targets, either individually 
or commonly owned. The number of crew members depended on the boat size and 
fishing method, and usually consisted of the boat captain —that was also known 
as fisherman despite being the boat’s owner. The rest of the crew members, as will 
be seen below, was made up of an indefinite number of proper fishermen, who 
could be members of a society, but also apprentices, persons in charge of a group 
of fishermen, or employees98 (usually hired for a period of one year or more, and 
received a salary plus living expenses) and, as seen below, also slaves.

Additionally, it is also worth noting that, as regards the wealth of fishermen on 
account of their position within the taxpayers’ record list —i.e. estate, personal 
property and earnings from censuses and credit— did not necessarily be tightly linked 
to the fishermen’s income. This is so —according to data gathered— because prices 
of fishing vessels —that usually were fully-equipped— were not too high; therefore, 
their main expenditure consisted of living expenses and salaries for crew members. 
The latter, in all probability, accounts for the abundant foundation of societies, using 
all types of intricate legal formulae. Suffice it to say that it was common for one of 
the members —often a merchant— to act as the funding partner and, by so doing, 
provided all the initial funding capital or, sometimes, a vessel.99 It was also common 
for fishermen to associate between themselves, each of them contributing with the 
necessary goods —e.g. working tools, one or more vessels, 100 investment capital and 
capital to pay crew members— and even their own manpower, sometimes labour 
provided by their own family members, or their own hired workers.

The crew, apart from the employer, or associate fishermen and, perhaps, their 
own family members, used to be made up of freemen and slaves. In the case of 
freemen, we can distinguish —and these are denotative terms rather than the 

97. Planas Rosselló, Antonio. “El Mestre de Guaita y la custodia de los esclavos en Mallorca”. Bolletí de la 
Societat Arqueològica Lul·liana, 52 (1996): 117.

98. 5 September 1360. Jaume de Dons, from the city of Caspe, in the archbishophric of Zaragoza, makes 
a promise to serve Antoni Melià calatore axavague Anthonii de Putheo civis Maioricarum from Saint Michael’s 
day to Easter causa serviendi ut nuncius in axavagua antedicta. He will have to provide his upkeep, as custom 
so estipulates and pay him 10 sous per week; he states that 40 sous have been already deducted. ARM. 
Prot. P-152, ff. 40v-41r.

99. See examples of societies in Massutí Oliver, Miquel; Llompart Moragues, Gabriel. Les activitats de la 
pesca…: 237-251.

100. In 1478 an association or company was formed between one fisherman called Joan Bollaix, and 
the fishermen Antoni Costa and Francesc Porcell. To this association, Bollaix contributes with una xàvega 
ab una barcha ab llurs forniments e erreus (“a medium-sized fishing boat, with a boat and all the rest of 
utensils”). Antoni and Francesc had to fit it up with de tot mester e necessari (“of everything that will be 
needed”). After paying for repairs, the crew (xurma) and other expenses, the gains were divided into two 
with which Antoni and Francesc tiraran la una part e lo dit Bollaix la altra (“received one part, while the 
aforementioned Bollaix received the other”). ARM. Prot. T-813, f. 4r-v.
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terminology used at the time— between foremen, often minors (i.e., younger than 
twenty-five), and adult officials. The former often were professionally associated to 
their employers or fishermen by means of a contract under conditions of servitude, 
in exchange for lodgings and living expenses and, usually but not necessarily, a 
cash salary and, much more often, part of their catches. On the other hand, minors 
also used to be given living expenses, and were paid cash, or part of their catches, 
or mixed payment formulae.101As regards slaves —referred to below— it is worth 
noting that their number had to be constrained, as they could not exceed one third 
of the crew.

As regards the number of crew members, as said above, varied significantly 
according to the fishing method. The crew in the vessels using bòlitx or xàvega, 
according to Antoni Riera, used to be made up of eight members (in the case of 
bòlitx) and, in the case of xàvega, of ten members per vessel, and between twelve 
and sixteen on land.102 The crew in the vessels catching coral could be of up to four 
men.103 Possibly the figure was lower in the case of fishing rod fishermen, if they 
fished or moved around on sea. 

From this information, and data gathered from the second half of the 15th 
century —the most researched and abundant— a few exploratory and orientational 
calculations can be inferred, on what were the approximate amounts of salary costs 
involved in fishing in the style of the most common methods, bòlitx and xàvega. With 
regard to the price of vessels, the highest value of six fishing boats from a sample 
gathered by Onofre Vaquer was 34 pounds, and the highest value of four llaüts 
documented by the same author was 54 pounds.104

On the other hand, again according to Onofre Vaquer, 105 the annual salary of a 
oficial pescador ranged between 8 and 13 pounds. In those cases —most of the ones 
we have researched— consisting of a foreman receiving a salary, they were the ones 
with the lowest-ranking range described above by Vaquer.106 

Supposing that the crew practising bòlitx fishing was made up of eight members, 
each of them receiving 8 pounds —the lowest salary— would be just one cost, 
only for this purpose, let alone living costs of 64 pounds. Should the same salary 

101. See examples of these payment modes in Massutí Oliver, Miquel; Llompart Moragues, Gabriel. Les 
activitats de la pesca…: 237-251.

102. Riera Melis, Antoni. “La pesca en el Mediterráneo…”: 127-129.

103. This is the number of crew members, as of 1474, from two different vessels dedicated to coral 
fishing. Vaquer Bennàssar, Onofre. El comerç marítim de Mallorca…: 154.

104. In the period between 1448 and 1531, Onofre Vaquer found evidence of 6 fishing vessels sold, with 
a lowest minimum cost of 12 pounds, and the highest cost of 34 pounds (average: 21); and 4 llaüts (28 
lowest, 54 highest; 39 on average). Vaquer Bennàssar, Onofre. El comerç marítim…: 56.

105. Vaquer Bennàssar, Onofre. “El contrato de trabajo en la Mallorca medieval. Aprendices, criados 
y obreros en el siglo XV”. Mayurqa. Revista del Departament de Ciències Històriques i Teoria de les Arts, 22/2 
(1989): 648.

106. For example, in 1480 Jaume Gili, aged 16, son of the late Guillem Gili, wool weaver, oriundus Regni 
Catalonie was contracted, for a period of one year, by the fisherman Joan Carameler, to serve him tam in 
mari quam in terra, in exchange for his upkeep, provide him with footwear and pay him 8 pounds and 10 
sous. ARM. Prot. S-27, f. 2v.
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(or pounds) have to be paid to crew practising xàvega fishing (which consisted of 
ten men) plus the land workers (twelve), the lowest costs in salaries would be 
160 pounds, leaving aside living costs. As seen above, these are the lowest figures, 
excluding meals, and —in the case of foremen— clothing and footwear. To these 
figures, we should add costs deriving from paying for repairs and buying tools. Be as 
it may, it seems that the annual investment in salaries was similar or higher to the 
cost of a fully-equipped vessel. This, probably, accounts for the frequent recruitment 
of slaves to work in their vessels. In those times, according to Onofre Vaquer, a slave 
had an average cost of 68.4 pounds (younger than 18), and 84.5 (between 18 and 
29), 68.1 (between 30 and 41) and 41.7 (over 42).107

10. Sea fishing slaves

It was precisely possessing slaves108 what constituted one of the most obvious signs 
of economic differentiation among fishermen. On occasions, slaves were possibly 
bought as an investment, pure and simple —on account of the benefits involved in 
drawing up a liberation contract—, but it seems more likely that slaves were bought 
to use them, albeit temporarily, for working on fishing activities, supposedly those 
involving little specialization, like pulling the nets.109 The work of slaves, on land 
or in the vessel —not only fishing—, required total freedom of movement, which 
facilitated escape attempts. This accounts for the frequent theft of boats and llaüts, 
often belonging to fishermen. These escapes could also be of a violent nature, and 
they always had one single purpose: escaping from the island.110 

The authorities tried to curb escape attempts by increasing control over slaves 
—and from 1380 this became one of the competences of the Watchmaster—111 
and increasing bodily punishment to sanction such practice. Nevertheless, the 
regulations on this issue, particularly as regards fishing activities, are contradictory 

107. Vaquer Bennàssar, Onofre. L’esclavitud a Mallorca…: 21.

108. On urban slavery or slavery for non-agricultural tasks in Majorca during the same time, apart from 
the cited work by Onofre Vaquer, we can also read Mas Forners, Antoni. Esclaus i catalans: esclavitud i 
segregació a Mallorca durant els segles XIV i XV. Palma: Lleonard Muntaner, Editor, 2005; Mas Forners, 
Antoni. “La incidencia del mercado de esclavos en la estructura productiva de Mallorca (aprox. 1300-
1450)”, Les esclavages en Méditerranée: espaces et dynamiques économiques, Fabienne Plazolles Guillén, Salah 
Trabelsi, coords. Madrid: Casa de Velázquez, 2012: 77-100.

109. If they did not own any slave, or had not enough of them, they would also hire slaves. On this issue, 
regulations on slave work from 1451 stipulate that Dels barquers xauaguers qui tenen o loguen catius a leuorar 
(“of boatmen and fishermen who own or hire slaves for working”), and banned boatsmen and xaveguers 
from logar ne tenir negun catiu de qualque nassió se vulla sia per ninguna manera a negun leuor (“neither hiring 
nor owning any slaves, of any origin, in any way to do any work”) without a written permit from the 
owner. Pons Pastor, Antoni. “Capítols e ordinacions…”: 76. 

110. In 1518 there is evidence, near Cabrera, of moltes vegades catius fuyts furten e prenen ab violència barcas de 
pescadors (“many times fugitive slaves steal and take with violence fishermen’s boats”). Rosselló Vaquer, 
Ramon. Noticiari de Santanyí. Segles XIII-XIX. Santanyí: without publisher, 2000: 101.

111. Planas Rosselló, Antonio. “El Mestre de Guaita…”: 96.
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and reveal, notably in some cases, both the intention of capitalizing slave work and 
the attempts to prevent escape. Thus, in 1354, regulations ruled that there could 
only be a maximum of one third of slaves as crew members in vessels from senyors 
lords of a xàvega —i.e. a vessel dedicated to fishing— and other boatsmen and boat 
captains.112 In 1370 the governor excluded slaves that worked as fishermen (catiu 
pescador) or boatmen from prohibitions —involving mobility, mainly— included in 
the regulations per custòdia dels catius los quals són en la ciutat e regne de Mallorques en 
grau multitut113 under penalty of whipping, mutilation or death.114 Still, there are 
documents of opposing regulations that confirm that this practice had even been 
prohibited —albeit unsuccessfully— in the next century. One piece of evidence 
that supports this statement is that in 1461, the fishermen’s Guild pleaded with 
the Kingdom’s Courthouse to renovate the prohibition —of which we ignore the 
data, but this means that the regulation no longer applied or had been abolished— 
by virtue of which captives could no longer go and fish in their vessels. The reason 
for the plea were the escape from eight vessels, resulting in seventy or eighty 
escaped slaves.115 We ignore the exact date of this prohibition, since in the 1451 
regulations on slavery control there is explicit reference to slaves working in the 
sea, either directly under the rule of their owners or hired as part of the crew.116

11. Another type of fishing: coral117

The abundance of coral colonies in Majorca, mainly on the north of the island 
of Majorca (known as mars d’Alcúdia, and the north-western coast, approximately 
between Cap de Catalunya and Sant Vicenç) used for jewellery and silverware, led 
to coral extraction or fishing to become an income source for Majorcan fishermen, 
specifically those from Alcúdia.118 The wealth of such colonies must have been quite 

112. The other two thirds of the crew had to be crestians catalans (“Catalan Christians”); in other words, 
old Majorcan Christians. Sevillano Colom, Francisco. “Demografia y esclavos del siglo XV en Mallorca”. 
Bolletí de la Societat Arqueològica Lul·liana, 34 (1973): 194.

113. “for surveillance of the slaves, of whom, in the city and in the kingdom of Majorca there are a large 
number”. Planas Rosselló, Antonio, "El Mestre de Guaita...": 117.

114. These regulations indicate explicitly that, apart from slaves dedicated to these chores, en los demunt 
dits capítols emperò no sien entesos nigun catiu pescador (“but this regulation should not affect any fisherman 
slave”). Planas Rosselló, Antonio. “El Mestre de Guaita…”: 117.

115. Vaquer Bennàssar, Onofre. L’esclavitud a Mallorca…: 76.

116. Pons Pastor, Antoni. “Capítols e ordinacions…”: 75-77.

117. This section is based on Mas Forners, Antoni. “De les Ordinacions…”: 238-240, yet modified and 
amplified thanks to new additional documentation.

118. The existence of this area of coral fishing or extraction seems to have gone unnoticed in the 
historiography dealing with this issue. Further info in Manconi, Francesco. “La pesca e il commercio 
del corallo nei paesi della Corona d’Aragona al tempo di Alfonso il Magnanimo”, La Corona d’Aragona ai 
tempi di Alfonso il Magnanimo: i modelli politico-istituzionali, la circolazione degli uomini, delle idee, delle merci, 
gli influssi sulla società e sul costume. Celebrazioni alfonsine. XVI Congresso Internazionale di Storia della Corona 
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significant, since the mars d’Alcúdia was an area usually visited by coral fishermen 
from other locations, like the mainland —as documented in 1485—, but mainly 
from the City of Majorca. It is likely that competition between them accounts for 
the fights between fishermen from Alcúdia and other citizens documented back in 
1372 and 1427. 

According to our sources, coral fishing was usually undertaken in tandem with 
citizens from Majorca, usually merchants, or on their own behalf, or hired by foreign 
merchants, usually from Genoa. The fishermen could be hired or other contracting 
varieties could be formalised for coral fishing, consisting mainly of associations 
within which coral fishermen received part of the earnings deriving from selling 
coral119 or drawing up contracts whereby coral fishermen committed themselves to 
delivering all the coral extracted within a specific deadline for a previously agreed 
price.120 The contracts and assignments included such information as the mars 
(“seas”) where the coral was to be extracted from.121 Besides, as mentioned above, 
citizens or merchants also hired fishermen, like citizens from the capital city Palma 
would send hired fishermen to extract coral from Alcúdia. On this, there is evidence 
in 1427, the same year in which a significant number of llaüts from Alcúdia were 
authorized to extract coral from Menorca. This is the only fishing —or extracting— 
activity, to our knowledge, in which Majorcan fishermen intended —at least, 
explicitly— to carry out outside Majorca. 

The coral fishermen and vessel captains documented extracting coral from 
other areas of the island were citizens. This is the case, for example, of the 
established association a risch y Bonaventura,122 with the aim of pescar coralls y pex123 
in Cabrera between three vessel captains (Jaume Fe, Jaume Figuerola and Jaume 
Climent) and three locals from Palma (Bernat Berard, Francesc Ballester and Joan 
Miquel, grocer). The former contributed with their vessels, their workmanship 
and involved themselves in hiring the crew; the latter, in charge of collecting the 
fish and coral had to pay for living expenses and salaries for the three captains 
(five pounds per month for each one) and all the crew members (2.25 pounds 
for each of them, also monthly). That is to say, supposing that the crew of each 
vessel consisted of three fishermen and the captain,124 this would mean an annual 

d’Aragona, Napoli-Caserta-Ischia, 18-24 settembre 1997, Guido d’Agostino, Giulia Buffardi, eds. Naples: 
Paparo, 2000: II, 1133-1146.

119. For example, further on this association in 1458 in ARM. B-89, ff. 23v-24r.

120. For example, on 17 May 1426, Martí Ramis, fisherman from Alcúdia, pre-sold the merchants Pere 
Net and Bernat Desclapers all the coral he could extract for one year, from that day on, at a price 
of 17 sous per pound. ARM. Prot. C-80, f. 66r. Additional examples in Mas Forners, Antoni. “De les 
Ordinacions…”: 238-240; Rosselló Vaquer, Ramon. “Documentari. De la conquesta…”: 339-537. 

121. For example, an association in 1491 stipulated that coral had to be extracted from the sea of Alcúdia, 
but none from Cap de Catalunya and Sant Vicenç. ARM. Prot. F-147, f. 18v.

122. “assuming the risk of the operation”.

123. “catching coral and fish”.

124. This assumption is based on the fact that a coral fishing association from 1474 was set up in the seas 
of Alcúdia required two vessels, each of them made up of a crew of four, with the owner of the vessel 
and three fishermen. Vaquer Bennàssar, Onofre. “El comerç marítim…”: 154. 
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investment, only in salaries, of 150 pounds per vessel; overall, no less than 450 
pounds. That is without counting living expenses, also paid for by Berard, Ballester 
and Miquel, and consisted in bon pa y bo, vi e vinagre per a menyar y beure y alls, oli 
e sebes.125 Altogether, this widely illustrates the business expectations involved in 
coral extraction.126 

The same business expectations account for the fact that coral from the 
Majorcan coastline, especially that from the north of the island, was also coveted 
by merchants from outside the Crown of Aragon. On that, from the second half 
of the 15th century, the Genoese are especially worth noting. In fact, in the late 
15th century, Ligurians and other foreign merchants must have acquired most 
coral extracted from Majorca.127 To this end, they would pay upfront part of the 
total price to the Majorcan fishermen (sien stats soccorreguts y subvenguts per los dits 
strangers moltes de peccúnies de els pescadors y lexades per dites necessitats ab pactes y 
obligacions de pescar per els al temps los dits corals).128 Therefore, in practice, most 
Majorcan coral fishermen fished on behalf of foreign merchants (els dits pescadós 
los quals per la maior part pesquen los dits corals per mercaders astrangés e fora le nació 
y domini de le Regia Magestat com dels vessals de aquela).129 The Lieutenant General 
of the Kingdom —we infer, as a consequence of the protests from the Crown’s 
merchants— made an appeal to ban this practice (que no·s pusque pescar corall 
per algune persone que no sie vaxall del Rey nostro senyor),130 which triggered off a 
strong protest from the fishermen, as they claimed substantial losses —the total 
distructió—131 deriving from it. This was due, they claimed, to the meagre benefits 
obtained from the other fishing modes (los pocs guanys que en lo pescar del pex y 
altres cosas se fa),132 and also because they could not repay the amounts received 
in advance from foreign merchants and could not find anyone in the Crown of 
Aragon who paid for coral in advance. The claimants, admittedly around three 
hundred of them, complained about the risk of losing their job and abandoning 
la patria.133 The courthouses of the Kingdom addressed their complaints to the 
Lieutenant General and, in practice, took charge of them, on account of the high 
number of people —around one thousand, they claimed— affected by the call 

125. “good bread, good wine, good vinegar to eat and drink, and garlic, oil and onions”. At this point, 
it should be said that, although not explicitly stated, most proteine intake was due to be extracted from 
fish catches from the vessels.

126. ARM. Prot. M-432, ff. 96r-97r.

127. Onofre Vaquer states that in Alcúdia, a més de peix, es pescava corall, que es venia als mercaders genovesos 
que l’exportaven. Vaquer Bennàssar, Onofre. El comerç marítim…: 38.

128. “they have been helped and financed by these foreigners with large amounts of money, as a result 
of these needs, but in return fishermen have contracted the obligation to fish for coral on behalf of these 
foreigners”.

129. “these fishermen, who fish mainly coral on behalf of foreign merchants, coming from outside the 
nation and the dominions of His Majesty, as well as of His vassals”.

130. “that no person may fish for coral on behalf of anyone other than a vassal of the King Our Lord”.

131. “total destruction”.

132. “the little profit reaped from fishing”.

133. “their country”.
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(són en gran nombre los quals ensemps ab lurs cases e família viuen del axercici de pescar 
corals e sagons se diu són en nombre de mill persones),134 and that the tenor of the call 
of the Lieutenant General meant a breach of the Franqueses del Regne, by virtue 
of which —through an implicit reference to the Carta fundacional from 1230— és 
disposat les mars ésser líberes e ésser lícit als habitadors del present Regne pescar 
e nevegar e usar de les mars e pesques líberament.135 

12. Fishing activities in the coastal lagoons136

The major coastal lagoon (Albufera Major), on the north-east of the island, 
connected to the sea, mainly, through an opening of a minor lagoon (Albufera 
Menor) that became —according to its contemporaries— one of the main gateways 
for fish and, probably because of this, it was a place where fishermen used to 
spread out their nets.137 In 1242, ten years after the Catalan-Aragonese end of 
Majorca, there is written evidence of fishing activities, as well as catches, or most 
of them, delivered to the city.138 During the first half of the 14th century, the Royal 
Administration must have been bestowed to individuals, as the income belonging 
to the King over the Albufera Major depended on the population records. The 
new proprietors, both from the Albufera Major and the Albufera Menor, were 
appointed as lords of the Albufera. It appears that during the first half of the 
14th century, the Albufera Major came to manage directly its own administration 
and used to raffle their fish —not in a gambling house, as explained in 1348. 
Nevertheless, the most common form of administration, at least from the second 
half of the 14th century, consisted in short-term renting of fishing and hunting 
rights. In the light of what can be inferred from the contracts, the main revenue 
in the coastal lagoon came from fishing several varieties of eels and fish, and 
hunting for common coots and other birds. As regards fishing methods, although 
fishing was possibly conducted using vessels, there is only documentation (1373) 
of undefined net and trap castings laid out inside the Albufera and surrounding 
lagoons. Sometimes they only hired fish and eels —this was the case in 1381— but 
apparently later —according to documents dating back to 1504, 1511 and 1515— 

134. “a large number of people, along with their families, make a living from coral fishing; they are said 
to amount to one thousand people”.

135. “according to the law, the seas are free and it is lawful for the inhabitants of this Kingdom to fish, 
navigate and use these seas freely”. ARM. Suplicacions, 41, ff. 142v-144v.

136. The section of this paper is based directly on Mas Forners, Antoni. “De les Ordinacions…”: 261-266, 
with added data updates.

137. In 1383 the notary Antoni Castell, lord of the Albufera, complained that the bolitx fishermen from 
Palma used to fish in the Major Port of Alcúdia, laid out their tools on land and captured not only big but 
also small fish, that was meant to live within the Albufera for growth and reproduction purposes. ARM. 
AH, 49, f. 53r. See also ACA. Cancelleria, reg. 1444, f. 23r (1382), and ARM. AH, 66, f. 121r (1391). 

138. Coll Font, Maria del Carme. El llibre manual de Pere Romeu, notari públic de Mallorca (1239-1243). 
Palma: Universitat de les Illes Balears (PhD Dissertation), 2012: 724-725.
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the common practice turned out to be renting, at the same time, both hunting and 
fishing activities, putting a price on every species. This makes it difficult to specify 
the details of the income resulting from these rentals, except for a few uncommon 
cases whose income consisted in one only payment per year. For example, in 1491, 
the lord entitled to the Albufera, hired it, including the fish, for two years to the 
merchant Miquel Castells at a price of 620 pounds.139 The fish was then displayed 
on stalls nearby the coastal area, and from there delivered to the City,140 and other 
parts of the island. We know that, at least partly, the fish was salted, 141 but we 
cannot specify the exact location. On the other hand, it is worth considering that 
the lords of Albufera Major were entitled to raffle the fish —even dice gambling, if 
they chose to—, but the entitlement was revoked by the King in 1461.142

Privatising the rights over Albufera Major did not prevent Alcúdian inhabitants 
and neighbouring villages (Muro, la Pobla, Santa Margalida) from fishing and 
hunting, or even pasturing their livestock143, which caused numerous complaints 
from the lords. Because of this, the authorities often banned such practices by 
means of orders and calls. Nevertheless, its recurrence proves that such prohibitions 
were far from observed144, despite promises of jewellery and rewards were made to 
those reporting offenders145. In 1481, as a result of repeated infringements, Jordi 
Castell, lord of Albufera, obtained the privilege of appointing a Watchman to watch 
over Albufera Major, and was authorized to impose bans (“fines”) on fish and bird 
thieves. 

As regards Albufera Menor, the documents show that the main source of revenue 
obtained by its lords came from fishing,146 although, one would assume, such revenue 
would be lower than that in Albufera Major. Like the lords of Albufera Major, the 
lords of Albufera Menor clashed with people who claimed right of usage147 and 
would hunt and fish illegally.148

139. See also references from Vaquer Bennàssar, Onofre. El comerç marítim…: 39.

140. ARM. AH, 132 f. 321r; ARM. AH, 234 f. 233r.

141. ARM. AH, 479A, f. 110v.

142. Rosselló Vaquer, Ramon. Noticiari de sa Pobla…: 52. 

143. ARM. AH, 61, f. 57r.

144. Among others, the documents include complaints in 1330 (ARM. AH, 4.389, f. 15r), 1343 (ARM. 
AH, 4, f. 166r), 1360 (ARM. AH, 21, f. 173v), 1371 (ARM. AH, 36, f. 59r), 1373 (ARM. AH, 40, f. 113r, 
128v, 156v), 1391 (ARM. AH, 61, f. 133v.) and 1403 (ARM. AH, 83, f. 141r).

145. ARM. AH, 94, f. 145r.

146. There is confirmation in 1367 of their complaint to the authorities. According to these lords, a slave 
had been found hanged near the Albufera Menor and his corpse had fallen, possibly, into a ditch or lake, 
as the lords feared it could reach the coastal lagoon and contaminate it, and because of this, people would 
refuse to buy fish. ARM. AH, 34, f. 58r.

147. ARM. AH, 104, ff. 89v, 101r.

148. ARM. AH, 99, f. 183v.
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13. Fishing on coastal lagoons

It seems that fishing in coastal lagoons was a common practice. Nevertheless, it is 
worth noting that the most significant cases —cited here—149 are those documented 
in the municipality of Manacor. Recurrent references to this practice, 150 in a 
relatively short time period (between 1392 and 1406) in the same geographical 
area, shows that this was an everyday activity. Learning about its existence is due 
to its illegal practice, as it was not authorized by the king, or the other direct lords 
—if applicable—, or the agreements over the conditions of usage of coastal lagoons. 
This caused protests from the legal proprietors of coastal lagoons151 and regulatory 
action by the authorities,152 through enforcement orders to the royal mayor of the 
municipality to prevent unauthorized fishing, over claims of damage caused by 
fishermen. Although no information is known on the fishing techniques used, it is 
true that, at least sometimes, fishermen would throw toxic substances in the lagoons 
that knocked out fish and, thus, it was easier to catch them. This practice though 
could also result in sickness and even death of livestock that drank water from the 
lagoon. This practice, documented in 1393 and 1406 in Estany de Cala Murada 
was known as embaladrejament, and was carried out by citizens from neighbouring 
villages (Felanitx and Manacor).153

14. Marginal fishing techniques? Fishing rod fishermen, recreational 
fishermen and illegal fishermen

Possibly, the number of fishing rod fishermen and their economic importance 
were possibly marginal issue compared to the rest of professional fishermen.154 Out 
of the 28 fishermen on record in 1523 as participants in Germania, only one of them 
was classified as a fishing rod fisherman.155 Certainly, it is reasonable that this fishing 
technique would be the most common in areas having a pier, all of them outside 

149. We have found this and many other data from documents cited in this paper thanks to research 
carried out by Ramon Rosselló and his fruitful bibliographical production.

150. Such practice is also documented in other municipalities. In 1404 the Lieutenant of the Kingdom 
banned peschar o fer pescar en lo stany apel·lat del Bisbe (“fishing or making fihing in the lagoon called of 
the Bishop”) and other extractive practices in the same location, on account of grans dans (“extensive 
damage”) that might cause on the lagoon in the Bay of Alcúdia. ARM. LC, 140, ff. 65v-66r.

151. Rosselló Vaquer, Ramon. Història de Manacor. Segle XV. Palma: without publisher, 1979: 106.

152. Rosselló Vaquer, Ramon. Història de Manacor. Segle XIV. Palma: without publisher, 1978: 74-75. 

153. On this, see documented cases dating back to 1393 (Rosselló Vaquer, Ramon. Història de Manacor. 
Segle XIV…: 74) and 1406 (Rosselló Vaquer, Ramon. Història de Manacor. Segle XV…: 116).

154. Among all the fishermen recorded in scrolls from the parish of Santa Creu, only one of them was 
a fishing rod fisherman, Joan Jordi, as recorded in 1513. Rosselló Lliteras, Joan. Els pergamins de l’Arxiu 
Parroquial de Santa Creu. Palma: Consell Insular de Mallorca, 1989: I, 242.

155. Febus pescador de canya, cunyat d’en Benejam: molt agermanat, sermonador y avalotador (“Febus, an angler, 
Benejam’s brother-in-law: revolutionary and an agitator”). Quadrado, José Maria. Informacions judicials 
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the City of Palma. This assumption can be inferred from references to fishing rod 
fishermen in documents in Santanyí (four in 1425) and Campos (one in 1523).156 
The document from Santanyí illustrates how fishing rod fishermen living outside 
the City of Palma carried out their activity: they would fish during the daylight, and 
coming back in the evening, they would sell their fish in town.157 But this does not 
mean that fishing rod fishermen did not fish outside their town or that they fished 
on dry land, or that they always walked on their way back. This is suggested in 
the case (1487) of a fishing rod fisherman from the City (Anthoni Steva, pescador de 
canye de Mallorques)158 who, testifying as a witness on court, declared that he knew 
a place on the coast of Calvià, called Malgrat, because he used to go there fishing.159 
This place is a small isle 17 km off the City of Majorca. This leads us to think that 
this fisherman —a resident of Majorca— probably went by boat to his fishing spot 
in Malgrat, and on the way back, he also went by boat to sell his catch in the City. 
This suggest that, as far as fishing rod fishermen are concerned, they specialized in 
catches of specific species that were easier to capture with a fishing rod, and that 
there was a demand for it, more or less guaranteed, in the City marketplace.

Nevertheless, fishing rod fishermen made a living of fishing. But that was not the 
case of other people with fishing tools, described in the post mortem inventories of 
their belongings. We have gathered them —despite being a search that was far from 
thorough— both in houses and farmsteads of coastal municipalities from outside the 
City of Palma (for example, Artà, Banyalbufar, Esporles, Llucmajor Manacor, Muro, 
Pollença and Valldemossa)160 like places of people within the City (for example, a 

sobre’ls adictes á la germanía en la ciutat é illa de Mallorca, é penas de cos é d’haver á ells imposadas aprés la reducció 
de 1523. Palma: Estampa de Felip Guasp, 1896: 28.

156. Rosselló Vaquer, Ramon. Història de Campos. Volum primer. De la prehistòria al segle XVI. Campos: 
without publisher, 1977: 129.

157. Danús, Miquela. La vila de Santanyí i el seu terme. Estudi històric (1391-1479). Palma: Editorial Moll, 
1990: 72. 

158. “Antoni Esteve, angler from Mallorca”.

159. To be specific, he stated that he had known of this spot for over forty years, since he que ell hi pretique 
(“which he practices there”); in other words, he had been practising his profession as a fishing rod 
fisherman, yet we ignore how frequently. Arxiu del Col·legi de Notaris. Fons antic, Par-19.

160. In the inventory of goods from Gabriel Serra de Muro (1417) there is a reference to una fitora veya 
(“an old fishing spear”) (ARM. Prot. T-404, ff. 76r-78r). Among the goods from Miquel Ballester (1504), 
a house he owned sive marina in Manacor, there were alguna xàrcia de peschar, tres canyes de paschar and 
unas batudes per pendre peix (“a fishing net, three fishing rods and fishing gear”) (ARM. Prot. M-737, f. 
40v). In an inventory (1491) from Son Marroig (Valldemossa) there is a record entry of a fishing spear 
to capture morays (ARM. Prot. M-66, f. 197r). In the inventory from Son Bujosa, in Banyalbufar (1507), 
there is evidence of una fitora (“a fishing spear”) (Rosselló Vaquer, Ramon; Albertí Albertí, Jaume. Història 
de Banyalbufar…: 152). In an inventory from a citizen from Pollença (1521) there is evidence of am 
d’anfós amb la seva llendera (“a fishing hook for catching the dusky grouper”) (ARM. Prot. A-158, f. 217v). 
There is also evidence of registration of several fishing tools in the inventories of the following: in Pere 
Crespí d’Artà’s (1468), one fishing spear; in Sanxo’s, from the same town, two fishing spears and one 
hook; in Antoni Catany’s from Llucmajor (1472), a fishing spear, a net and three fishing rods; in Joan 
Bujosa’s (1507), one fishing spear and two mornells, a device to capture eels, morays and congers. See 
Barceló Crespí, Maria. Elements materials de la vida quotidiana a la Mallorca medieval (Part Forana). Palma: 
Institut d’Estudis Baleàrics, 1994: 11-16, 101.
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silversmith, a surgeon, two wool carders, one quarryman, a presbyter…).161 Judging 
by the features of these tools, including mainly fishing spears, fishing rods and a 
net, we infer that the owners of these tools —more infrequent than hunting tools— 
would fish intermittently and maybe, at least in some cases, for leisure. One could 
then assume that this fish could be added to his normal diet. Nevertheless, we have 
found evidence that confirms that these tools, or similar ones, were also utilized for 
illegal fishing activities, documented and banned repeatedly, in Albufera Major162 
and, also Albufera Menor and other coastal lagoons.

15. Recapitulation. Fishing in Majorca, a declining activity?

Although between 1376 and 1417 there is documentary evidence of salted fish 
exports from Majorca (mostly, round sardinella, European anchovy, anchovy, 
sardine and tuna fish, sometimes in significant amounts),163 in all probability, these 

161. In the inventory from the silversmith Bartomeu Mogons (1475) there was una fitora ab un ganchet de 
morenes and dos nasses de pops (“a fishing spear with a hook for fishing for moray eels and a tool for fishing 
for octopuses”), another fishing spear and un gambaner gran (“a big bag to catch shrimp”). Llompart 
Moragues, Gabriel. “Plata medieval mallorquina”. Bolletí de la Societat Arqueològica Lul·liana, 39 (1982): 
69, 72. In the inventory of the wool carder Llorenç Bertran (1493) there is a record of a couple of fishing 
rods. Sastre Moll, Jaume. Alguns aspectes de la vida quotidiana a la ciutat de Mallorca (Època Medieval). Palma: 
Institut d’Estudis Baleàrics, 1997: 135. In the inventory (1495) from presbyter Jaume Pons there is a 
record, in the kitchen, of tres faxos de canyes de pescar entre simades e qui s’an encare assimar (“three bundles 
of fishing rods, some of them ready for use, others need fixing”) as well as dos barrils de tenir serdina (“two 
barrels for storing sardines”). And among the possessions from the new kitchen there are dues sanalles 
de portar peix and una fitora de ferro (“two handcrafted baskets to carry fish and an iron fishing spear”) 
(ARM. Prot. P-451, ff. 73r-74r). In the inventory of surgeon Jaume Cebrià (1497) there are una rutloneta 
de tella blava ab alguna exàrsia per pesquar de poqua vallor (“a little blue-fabric rutloneta with any low-value 
fishing gear”), and, besides, una fitora ab II pues sens asta petita (“a two-pronged fishing spear small and 
without pole”) (ARM. Prot. R-575, ff. 74r-86r; see ff. 75v-76r). In the inventory of possessions from wool 
carder Perot Planes (1509) there is a record of una fitore de sinch pues ab una asta de lansa and sinch canyes de 
pescar (“a five-pronged spear (fitora), with a pole and five fishing rods”) (ARM. Prot. T-497, ff. 70r-73v). 
Finally, in the inventory from Tomàs Seguals, quarryman (1513), una fitora de tres pues (“a three-pronged 
spear”). Barceló Crespí, Maria. “Tomàs Seguals (?-1513) i Macià Seguals (?-1515) lapiscidae”. Bolletí de la 
Societat Arqueològica Lul·liana, 64 (2008): 243.

162. For example, in April 1360 the lords of the coastal lagoon and nearby lagoons complained to the 
governor’s curia about the fact that the citizens from opposing towns would go there, without permission, 
per pescar i caçar aucellam, trenquen les bardisses i fan gran destroça (“when fishing and hunting birds, they 
break hedges and wreak massive destruction”). For this reason, these activities were prohibited, under 
penalty of 25 pounds, especially going to the Albufera and nearby lagoons for pescar peix amb am, fitora o 
altre enginy (“bait fishing, spear fishing or fishing with any other utensil”) and refrain from capturing peix 
dels boyxalars sots pena de perdre el puny (“fish from the places known as boixallars, with the amputation of 
the fist as a penalty”). March Ques, Joan Francesc; Rosselló Vaquer, Ramon. Història de Santa Margalida. 
Volum primer. De la prehistòria al segle XVI. Santa Margalida: Ajuntament de Santa Margalida, 1981: 121.

163. In 1385, according to the book of Guiatges of that year, 1,083 barriols, 80 baskets, 38 jars, 122 coffins 
and 22 somades, mainly sardine (503 barrels), unspecified salted fish (357) and sea bream (115), and, in 
a much lesser amount anchovy (25), tuna fish (33), and European anchovy (50). Duran Jaume, Damià. 
“Àrea de mercat i sistema d’exportació…”: 121-122.
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exports failed to reflect the existence of fish surplus, but rather they were carried 
out to avoid taxation from the Kingdom. This can be assumed from the fact that 
in 1387 Joan I banned salted fish exports from Palomera, as they did not pay for 
rights and taxes payable to the city’s fishmongers.164 This ban, spread across the 
Balearic Islands, was considered as part of the franqueses from the Kingdom. This, 
we believe, is quite self-explanatory of the privilege granted towards ensuring fish 
supply in Majorca.165 In fact, evidence gathered leads us to assume —as well as 
the historiography that has dealt with this issue— that catches from the islands’ 
fishermen were insufficient to absorb internal demand. Despite written evidence 
of salted tuna fish imports in the mid-14th century,166 it seems that, according to 
argumentation by Pau Cateura, it was at the end of the century when the arrival 
of salted fish (mainly sardine and tuna fish) from Galicia, Portugal and Andalucía 
started being relevant in the island’s market. Cateura also highlights that in 1470 
selling salted fish in Majorca was explicitly authorized (1470) and points out to 
empirical evidence that, during the 15th century, imports of this product increased.167 

Therefore, one should wonder about the incapacity to absorb internal demand in 
an island and, supposedly, a territory with sufficient facilities to satisfy these needs. 

164. Cateura Bennàsser, Pau. “Consumo e impuestos…”: 38.

165. Los Pexos freschs e salats qui·s pescan en la Illa de Mallorques no sian trets fora aquella (“that fish, fresh or 
salted, caught on the island of Majorca cannot be taken off the island”). Moll, Antoni. Ordinacions y sumari 
dels privilegis, consuetuts y bons usos del Regne de Mallorca. Palma: Impremta Guasp, 1663: 358.

166. In 1354 transport to Majorca included 47 jars of salted tuna fish, acquired in Algeciras by initiative 
of a Majorcan merchant (ARM. Prot. 1428, ff. 84v-85r) and in 1355 two Jews from the Jewish quarter of 
Majorca admitted to having received an order from a Majorcan merchant consisting of 30 jars of salted 
tuna fish (ARM. Prot. P-150, f. 19r-v).

167. Pau Cateura indicates that Desde finales del siglo XIV observamos una insuficiencia de la oferta local de 
pescado, de ahí la presencia en el mercado de Mallorca de salazones procedentes de Galicia, Portugal y Andalucía, 
se trata básicamente de atún y sardina. En el siglo XV observamos una ruptura, al principio esporádica y después 
reiterada, del monopolio de venta de pescado por la pescadería. En efecto, nuevos profesionales como los tonyiners y 
los botiguers se encargan de vender pescado al por menor. Con la finalidad de satisfacer la demanda, las autoridades 
aplicaron dos medidas: la primera de ellas, en 1470, es la autorización a los mercaderes forasteros que transporten 
pescado salado para poder vender estos productos al por mayor y menor en la plaza del muelle, pero una vez partida 
la nave sólo podrían seguir vendiendo al por mayor, la segunda era que en períodos de escasez, las autoridades 
ciudadanas extendieron a este producto las prácticas aplicadas a la descarga forzosa de grano en casos de necesidad 
(“Since the end of the fourteenth century we have observed a shortage in local supply of fish, hence 
the presence in the market of Majorca of salted meat from Galicia, Portugal and Andalusia, basically 
tuna and sardines. In the 15th century we observed a rupture, at first sporadic and then repeated, of the 
monopoly of fishmonger’s fish-selling. Indeed, new professionals such as tuna fishers and shopkeepers 
are in charge of selling retail fish. In order to meet demand, the authorities implemented two measures: 
the first measure, in 1470, consisted in authorizing foreign merchants to transport salted fish in order 
to sell their products wholesale and retail in the dock square, but once the ship left, they could only 
continue selling wholesale; the second measure was, during a dearth period, the authorities extended 
to fish the practices applied to forced unloading of grain in cases of need”). Cateura Bennàsser, Pau. 
“Consumo e impuestos…”: 28. On the other hand, Onofre Vaquer indicates that la pesca només es feia de 
forma professional a les badies de Ciutat i d’Alcúdia, essent insuficient per a l’alimentació de l’illa, pel que s’havia 
d’importar molt de peix salat de fora (“fishing was only done professionally in the bays of the City of Palma 
and Alcúdia but it was insufficient for feeding the island, so a lot of salted fish had to be imported from 
outside”). Vaquer Bennàssar, Onofre. El comerç marítim…: 38.
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These doubts are as yet unsolved but they should be, at least, discussed and linked 
to other issues. 

To begin with, it is likely that fish from Majorcan fishermen was more expensive 
than that from other origins. The rising trend of Majorcan fish seems clear, as it 
was subjected to taxation systems from 1361 and 1518. It is also possible that this 
rising trend was not caused by variations in demand, but due to the rise in indirect 
taxation on fish which doubled between 1361 and the next century. On the other 
hand, it should be noted that Majorcan fishermen had another business opportunity 
—as claimed by the fishermen themselves— that was much more profitable: coral 
extraction, in high demand from outside the Kingdom. All the above could then 
have caused a decrease in fish catches and a higher dedication to coral extraction, 
but a decrease in the number of fishermen cannot be ruled out.

Besides, it is worth noting that, at that time, there was a significant increase in 
supply of meat and cheese as a result of an increase in the number of livestock, 
between the first half of the 14th century (1325-1349) and the first quarter of the 
16th century (1500-1524). At least, this is what we can infer from the evolution 
of the percentage of this product over the total tithe (that doubled). This could 
have increased the supply of cheese and meat that could have led to a decrease or 
stagnation of prices of these products (however, this should be verified). Added to 
this, the preference of popular classes for consumption of meat and dairy products 
could have decreased demand for fish (a foodstuff that had an increasing demand 
with marked seasonal variations with respect to meat). 

Nevertheless, the increase in imports of salted fish, documented basically during 
the first half of the 15th century, can also be attributed to other circumstances other 
than the above mentioned. Namely, the sharp decrease (by 45%) in the volume of 
cereal crops during the same period (1325-1349/1500-1524), as deduced from the 
deflation of tithes, and a certain recovery in population figures during the decades 
ensuing the Revolta Forana uprising (1450-1453), and prior to the Germania 
uprising (1521-1523).168 This could have resulted in an increase in fish demand, 
a foodstuff whose export was prohibited, and with an oscillating price, but with a 
rising trend. Precisely because of this, the authorities had struggled to fix a price (in 
1361 and in 1518) to prevent rises and reduce risk of famine. 

Be as it may, these final reflections are mere speculations aiming to demonstrate 
the need to continue doing research on an activity that, despite having a secondary 
importance with respect to the farming and livestock and the trading sectors, is 
far from minor. This is evidenced by the interest of the Majorcan monarchy and 
institutions to control fishing and subject it to taxation. No real power supervises 
and imposes taxes on irrelevant activities.

168. On crop evolution and processing of tithes as a source of knowledge of crop evolution, see Jover 
Avellà, Gabriel. “La depressió baixmedieval als camps mallorquins: la crisi de la pagesia benestant i la 
formació de l’aristocràcia terratinent: 1350-1500”, Història de les Illes Balears. Vol. 2. L’època foral i la seva 
evolució (1230-1715), Miguel José Deyà Bauzà, dir. Barcelona: Edicions 62, 2004: 162-163; Jover Avellà, 
Gabriel. “La crisi tardomedieval i el desenvolupament d’una ramaderia senyorial. Mallorca, segles XIV-
XVI”. Butlletí de la Societat Catalana d’Estudis Històrics, 5 (1994): 81-100.




